AMASES AWARD FOR THE BEST PAPER
PRESENTED AT THE XLVI AMASES CONFERENCE

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

The Italian Association for Mathematics Applied to Social and Economic Sciences (AMASES) establishes a prize for the best paper presented at the XLVI AMASES Conference which will be held in Palermo from 22nd to 24th of September, 2022.

The Prize, which amounts to 1000 Euro, is reserved to the AMASES members born after January 1st, 1992, who personally present their paper at the Conference. The paper submitted to the award must be complete (abstracts, extended abstracts and incomplete papers will not be taken into consideration) and can have multiple coauthors.

Deadline for the application is June 30th, 2022. Young authors willing to apply must go through the following steps:

i) send (only) one full paper and a CV (containing the date of birth), in pdf format by e-mail to the AMASES General Secretary (segretario@amases.org);
ii) register regularly to the AMASES 2022 Conference;
iii) be AMASES young members (with paid 2022 annual fee).

Applications presented either by not AMASES members, or by people not fully registered to the XLVI AMASES conference, or by people born before January 1st, 1992, or by previous AMASES prizes winners, will be excluded. Previous AMASES prize winners are listed at:
- https://www.amases.org/conference-paper/
- https://www.amases.org/doctoral-dissertation/

The prize is awarded according to the final judgment of the AMASES Scientific Committee:

i) the Scientific Committee will first select a maximum of 4 papers, as the most deserving works submitted for the competition;
ii) the authors of the selected papers will be invited to present their contribution in a special session of the Conference;
iii) the Scientific Committee will choose the winner taking into account the quality of both the paper and the presentation.

If the presented papers are not considered valuable enough, then the Scientific Committee may decide not to proclaim any winner. The Scientific Committee may decide for at most two ex aequo winners. The award ceremony will take place in the course of the General Meeting of AMASES members. The authors of the not selected papers will present their contribution in a standard session of the Conference. Further details will be provided in due time.
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